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Summary 

Traction vehic!<>s moving along railwav tracks go through stochasticallv excited vertical 
yibrations owing to the vertic'al unc\ennesses alway'S present ill the track. ·These vibrations 
result in axle-load changes and so influencing the track direction froce transferred ill the "wheel
;:ail" connection result dynamic loads reyealed as stochastic process in each element of a drive 
~y5tem. The object of this study is the origination of the stochastic load characteristics of a drive 
,ystem from the spectral density function of the track unevennesses. 

Introduction 

The yertical support and positive guidance of a pair of drivers of traction 
vehicles moying along tracks is realised on the spot of the wheel-rail connection. 
The tread motion in vertical plane of a pair of drivers is always determined hy 
the vertical unevennp;;;ses al"ways present in the track. which can he descrihed 
by a E'tochaE'tic process fluctuating around the theoretical tread-plane. So it 
can he said that the pair of driYers gets a vertical displacement excitation on 

the 8pot of the wheel-rail connection. The motion of the wheel-treads prescrihed 
a8 a :otochastic proce8s is transferred into the vertical motion of the pair of 
dri'ier:o and into the vertical motion of the hogies and the vehicle super
structure through the suspension spring system. As a result of these yertical 
motions the vertical supporting forces of the wheel-tread also change stochasti
cally. It is known [2], that the track-direction force (tractive effort) arising 
on the wheel-tread can he calculated as a product of the vertical wheel force 
by the connection coefficient.! As a consequence, stochastic fluctuations should 
he reckoned with concerning the tractive effort arising on the wheel-tread even 

in the case of a constant connection coefficient hecause of the fluctuation of the 

1 The concept of the connection coefficient is not identical to that of the friction coeffi
cient. The former is also defined as a ratio of the circumferential force transferred to the track 
direction and the vertical wheel force in a formal way, but this ratio is formed from the actual 
momentan force values and doesn't characteristic to the frictional limit force. At a constant 
vehicle speed the connection coefficient is a function of the slipping speed realized between the 
wheel and the rail [1], [2]. 
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vertical wheel force. But in the reality the connection coefficient can he con
sidered as a steeply increasing linear function of the track-direction-creep at 
constant vehicle speed as long as macroscopic slip does not occur in the wheel
rail connection [1), [2], [3]. Thus the fluctuation of the circumferential tractiYe 
effort is increased also by the latter "gaining effect". 

From the above said follows that the prime-mover side driying torque of 
the transmission chain is counteracted by the stochastically fluctuating torque 
of the tractive effort and so a non-zero angular acceleration in the transmission 
chain and consequently a dynamic excess load must be reckoned with even at 

a constant speed of the vehicle. 
Since the fluctuations of the tractive effort transferred through the wheel

rail connection are basically due to vertical track unevennesses, it is directly 
eyident that the improvement of the track qnality is basically important as 
far as the increased reliability and seryice-life of the valuable tractiYe stock is 
concerned. 

In this paper the spectral density function of the weakly stationary 
stochastic process of the vertical unevennesses in the track taken as known. 
a new procedure is introduced to give an approximatiye description of the dy

namic loads of the tractive-unit-drive-system with the help of a small-scale 
planar linearized model. This procedure to be introduced here can be extended 
to the analysis of other models with greater degree of freedom, as well. 

Planar dynamical model of a pair of drivers 

The examination of the scope of problems outlined in the introduction is 

carried out on the basis of the dynamical model shown in Fig. 1. In our model 
the flat disc of mass m I; and moment of inertia 0/; representing the pair of 
drivers of a vehicle is directly supported on the mass TIlp representing the mass 
of the track moving together with the pair of drivers. The distance of the centre 
of masses (grayity points) m/; and TIlp is dctermined by the stochastic process 
Ut of the vertical unevennesses in the track. The mass TIl modelling the vehicle's 
superstructure is connected to the centre of mass TIll; from above through the 
parallel-connected linear spring of stiffness Sv and linear damper of damping 
coefficient kv' The disc with moment of inertia 0" is connected to the disc v,'ith 
moment of inertia e through the torsion shaft of stiffness se and damping coef
ficient ke representing the transmission chain. The driying torque 111 is directly 
applied upon the disc with moment of inertia 0. On the spot of connection of 
masses TIll; and :m p a vertical force of magnitude T arises. The circumferential 
tractive effort Fie arising in the wheel-rail connection can be 'written in the form 
of Fie = T . fl as a product of the vertical force T by connection coefficient 
(adhesion coefficient) .u. The connection coefficient fl at a constant running 
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speed ;1;0 of the vehicle sho'wn in Fig. 2 linearly depends on the elastic slip (creep) 
of track direction rir,. - Xo in the neighbourhood of the origin: 

where f3 = tg Cl. and r is the radius of the wheel and (p" is the angular velocity 
of the wheel. In Fig. 2 the value of the connection coefficient Po is shown as the 
characteristic of the undisturbed (stationary) state and realized in the case of 
elastic slip rrj."o - xo' The value of !lo can be easily determined with the knowl
edge of the train resistance as related to one of the pairs of drivers. Now let F,.o 
he the tractive effort required to overcome train resistance as related to one 
of the pairs of drivers. Then: 

(1) 
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where To designates the stationary vertical force arising in the wheel-rail con
nection. The elastic slip arising in an undisturbed state can also be determined: 

rrpliO - Xo = :J 

I) 

hence the angular velocity in an undisturbed state is 

, 1 (' Po 
rpliO = -; p 

(2) 

(3) 

Torque J1 determined hy the performance Cluve of the drive system is acting 
upon the disc with moment of inertia e modelling the driving side. In Fig. 3 the 

;Po 
Fig. 3 

diagram of torque :M(q;) is plotted transmitting drive to the pair of drivers where 
if indicates the angular velocity of the driving side. In an undisturbed state the 
torque equilihrium: Jlo = rFw = rpoTo is in forcc 'while (i;o ({kO' If thegen
erally non-linear function JI(q;) is linearized in the neighbourhood of 90' then 
for small disturhances around the stationary state 

Ji = .!.IIo (4) 

'will he yielded, where y = d~~I I . 
drp i<i>=$, 

The track mass mp found in the dynamical model is connected to the static 
ground plane through a system consisting of parallel connected spring of stiff
ness sp and damper of damping coefficient kp. 

The stochastic process of the vertical wheel force 

Concerning the drive-dynamics investigations, the description of the 
stochastic time function Tt of the vertical wheel forces developing in the dy
namical system shown in Fig. 1 is basically important. In order to determine 
the characteristics of Tt, the equations descrihing the vertical motions of the 
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system should.be determined. For the sake of simplicity, the small displace
ments around the equilibrium state in the gravity field of the system should he 
examined. Consequently, the upward displacements ;:;, ;:;k and ;:;p considered as 
positive ones, the stochastic time functions of Zt' Zkt'and ;:;pt wil1 be of zero ex
pected value (E;:;t = EZI;t = EZPl = 0). Furthermore, instead of examining the 
vertical wheel force process Tt. it is expedient to examine the process 

(5) 

having zero expected value (ETt = 0), since the expected value ETt = To has 
been subtracted from it. 

The excitation is caused by the stochastic process Ut of the vertical un
evennesse" in the track. At a given running speed Xo the process Ut of zero ex
pected value according to the definition is con"idered as weakly stationary 

guu 

Fig. 4 

whose spectral density function guu(w) is available for us. Registrating the 
vertical unevennesses along the track, a realization of the stochastic process u; 
can be obtained, hence the required excitation process will be obtained with 
the help of definition Ut = ut t • Denoting the spectral density function of the 
process u; by g;~(w), then: 

( ) _ 1 ** (w ) guu W - --:-guu -.- . 
Xo Xo 

(6) 

Under the above conditions the equations of motion to be written for the masses 
m, m k and mJ) will be as follows: 

-(Zkt - ;:;t)sv - (Zkt - Zt)kv + Tt = mkZU (7) 

-Tt - ZptSp - Zptkp = m;Zpt 
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Expressing Tt from the last equation of set (7) and considering the relationship 
of Zpt to the equality zpl Zu - Ilt, respectiyely. after some arrangement the 
following set of equations is yielded: 

With the Yector Z, = [zl' zkl]* introduced and with the familiar matrix de
signations applied, equation (8) can be written in the following form: 

(9) 

The spectral density matrix G F((o) of the excitati(ln Yector process Ft has the 
following form: 

(10) 

where .1'((0) can be written with the kno·wledge of track-spectral densityg,,,,(w) 

gem) = (s~ (11) 

With the knowledge of the spectral density matrix GF(w), the spectral density 
matrix Gz(w) of process Z, can also be constructed using the fundamental 
theorem of statistical dynamics: 

(12) 

In (12) H( iw) is the frequency function matrix pertaining to equation (9): 

H(iw) = (:M:(iW)2 + K(iw) -'- 5)-1. (13) 

With the knowledge of Gz(co) the spectral density function of the process Tt 
can also be determined. To this effect. it should be considered that on the hasis 
of the second equation of set (7): 

(14 ) 

It can he stated that owing to EZkt = EZ t = O. ETI = 0 is also in force. Since 
stationarity would not be changed by linear operations. [5], [6]. process 1\ con
tained in (14) is also weakly stationary. With the autocorrelation function 
ET/rt+, written and the inverse Fourier-transformation carried out. after 
a lengthy deduction the following relationship is obtained: 

(15) 
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i.e. gii(co) will be reached as a function of the elements in spectral density 
matrix Gz(w) where the coefficients are fixed polynoms of w_ Now, with thc 
knowledge of the real-valued spectral density function gjj(w) determined in 
this way_ the forced vibrations of the torsional drive-system can already be 
analysed. 

The stochastic vihrational process of the transmission chain 

In Fig. 5 the Eimple model of the torsional transmission chain is shown 
indicating the expressions of the torques applied on the discs as -well. It is ob
vious that the stochastic excitation of the torsional system is originated from 

Fig. 5 

the stochastic fluctuations-caused by T t- of the circumferential force acting 

on the disc with moment of inertia e". For the motion relationships of the drive
system to be cleared up, the motion equation of the rotating masses with 
moment of inertia e" and e, respectively, are written. Let fPl denote the angular 
displacement of the drive side disc related to the static state, and let fPkl denote 
the angular displacement of the disc modelling the pair of drivers. Now the 
equations of motion are1 : 

(16) 

For the sake of simpler treatment of the set of equations, on the one hand, the 
relative angular displacements if>1 and if>,,/ around the pOSItIOn pertammg to 
the stationary torque Jio will be introduced instead of the evolutive time 

1 Note that the more detailed examination of the influences acting upon the rotating 
masses (i.e. the influences of the bearing friction and the rolling resistance) can also be easily 
built into the set of equations (16). 
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functions cri and crkt and, on the other hand, the product f-lT t "will be linearized. 
The relative angular displacements as it can easily be justified - are deter
mined by the pair of relationships: 

. 1110 
cri - (PO' t - -- (17) 

Se 

while the linearization of the product ,uTt ,,,-ill result in the expression 

(18) 

With the above said in section 2 in mind and the (17) taken into account. on 
the hasis of relation: 

(19) 

it can be written: 

(20) 

So the pair of equations (16) obtains the following simpler form: 

(21) 

This in turn , .... ith the introduction of the vector 1jJt = [1\, <Pkt ] * and using the 
familiar matrix designations (21) can be '\VTitten in the form: 

(22) 

where R t = [0, - f-lof'l\] * . The spectral density function GR(OJ) of the exciting 
stochastic vector process Rt is as follows: 

GR(w) = [00 0 ] 
P6r2g ff( w) 

(23) 

Let x( iw) the frequency function of the system described by the differ
ential equation system (22), i.e. the matrix function: 

X(iw) = ({J(iW)2 + x(iw) (24) 

then the spectral density matrix function of the process1pt similarly to (12) 
will be: 

G'f(CO) = X(-ico)GR(co)X*(ico). (25 ) 

With the knowledge of the spectral density matrix G",(co) the characteristic 
quantitics of the torque process loading the transmission chain can already be 
determined. 
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The dynamical torque load of the transmission system 

The dynamical torque load acting on the elastic drive-shaft is examined 
starting from the relationship: 11fc = skfl, - q:) neglecting the torque demand 
of damping (the material damping factor kc is very small). But on the basis of 
relationship (17), the expression: 

1\;10 + 11"1 (26) 

can be also considered. In (26) the dynamical torque load is due to the term 
.ii1 sc(<P1: - <P) and so it is responsible for the stochastic fluctuation of the 
torque 1v1c around 1\110 , This fluctuation, in turn, can be characterised on the 
basis of the stochastic processes <Pt and <Pkt with spectral density matrix G\,(w) 
tak('n into consideration. The spectral density function of the zero-expectation 
torque process Mt = sc(<Pki - <Pt) can be determined from the auto-correlation 
function EjYltlWi +;; by means of inverse Fourier transformations. Since 

the spectral density gMM(UJ) is yielded from the elements of(25) in the following 
form: 

(28) 

The variance of the torque load .Mt will be determined by the area under the 
spectral density function [6], [7], so the follo,dng expression is obtained: 

O'}.,r, = 2 r gNliW(w)dw. (29) 
o 

The ahove said are demonstrated with the help of the system model plotted 
in Fig. 6 and in this way the fact is evidently explained that the spectral density 
(as well as the variance) of the dynamical torque loading of a vehicle transmis
sion system can be originated ultimately from the spectral density function 
g!l11(W) of the vertical unevennesses in the track ",,-ith regard to the transfer 
properties of the track-vehicle dynamical system . 

• Ut= UXot 

gU\J~ xo=const. I. 

& 
U) 

6 P. P. Transport 12/1-2 

DYNAMIC 

SYSTEM 

Fig. 6 
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The further characterisation of the dynamic-torque load can be given 
on the hasis of Fig. 7, "where the realization of the torque load and its density 
function approximated by Gaussian fUIlction are plotted. In this case, the 
maximum torque acting on the drive-shaft can he given with a prohability of 
0.9986 by means of the expression: 

So the dynamic factor related to the mean torque Jlo will he given in the form of 

1-3 
JII} 

(30) 

Fig. 7 

In connection with relationship (30) it is emphasized again that - since (j AT 

is originated from the spectrum of the process Ut - consequently the dynamic 
factor d can he traced hack to the unevennesses in the track on the ba8i;:; of 

the transfer properties of the track-vehicle dynamical system. 

Concluding remarks 

The train of thoughts introduced in the foregoing can he extended nat
urally to the case of more complex track-vehicle models as well. The degrees of 
freedom can he increased hoth in the vertical dynamical system and in the 
transmission system hut the relationships to he applied will he of the same 

structure like the ones dealt here within the frame of the linear system model 
hut the size of the matrices and the filling in and location of its elements will 
he changed. 

Within the scope of prohlems forming the object of this paper, there are 
some suh-problems which can be separated as self-important ones and the solu
tion of them greatly contributes to the more exact process-analysis. Three of 
such suh-prohlems are mentioned helow: 
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1. the identification of the elastic and dissipative characteristics of the 
railway track, as ·well as that of the effective masses moving together with the 
wheel-set, 

2. the regard of the non-linearity of the track-vehicle system: the exami
nation of the changing speed of the vehicle motion and that of the macroscopic 
slips in the wheel-rail eonnection, as well as their influence on the dynamic 
processes. 

3. the examination of the inherent time-dependencies in the system. 
On the one hand, the examination of the inherent deterministic time depen
dencies in the coefficients of the descriptive system-equations (parametrical 
ex citations e.g. in the gear-mesh of the transmission gears and the Hook-joint 
chive, resp.). On the other hand, the analysis of the inherent stochastic pertur
bations in the coefficients (e.g. stochastic variations of the elastic and dissipa
ti\-e track-characteristies along the track). 
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